Kills Flu Virus*
2-in-1 Trigger
Cleaner and Disinfectant in One
Removes Stains on Contact
Kills Pandemic 2009 H1N1 influenza A virus

Side panel graphics shown at approximately 130% of actual size

Removes Bathroom Stains
Removes Stains & Disinfects
Degreaser

Kills germs on hard, nonporous surfaces:
Salmonella enterica, Cold Virus (Rhinovirus Type 37), Flu Virus (Influenza A2, Hong Kong)

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Store this product in a cool area to avoid deterioration.
Do not reuse or refill except as described in the directions for use.
Refill only with this product. Recycle empty container or discard in trash.
This product has demonstrated effectiveness against influenza A virus and is expected to inactivate all influenza A viruses including Pandemic 2009 H1N1 influenza A virus.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

USE ONLY IN WELL-VENTILATED AREAS. Before use, open windows and turn on fan. If vapors bother you, leave room while product is working. Avoid contact with clothes, fabric, wood, rubber, painted and paper surfaces. Prolonged contact with metal, tile, porcelain or worn plastic laminate may cause discoloration. Refill only with this product.

TO CLEAN AND DISINFECT HARD, NONPOROUS SURFACES: Spray product 4-6 inches from surface until thoroughly wet. Let stand 30 seconds. Rinse or wipe clean. For heavily soiled surfaces, preclean surface before disinfecting.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

WARNING: EYE AND SKIN IRRITANT.
Causes substantial but temporary eye injury. Do not get in eyes or on clothing. Avoid contact with skin. Wear protective eyewear. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum or using tobacco. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Harmful if swallowed. For sensitive skin or prolonged use, wear gloves. Vapors may irritate. Avoid prolonged breathing of vapors. Use only in well-ventilated areas.

FIRST AID: IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible.

IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glassful of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS: This product contains bleach. Do not use or mix this product with other household chemicals, such as ammonia, toilet bowl cleaners, rust removers or acid, as this releases hazardous gases.

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
Visit us at www.clorox.com or call us at 1-800-227-1960.

Mfd. for The Clorox Company, 1221 Broadway, Oakland, CA 94612.
© 1999, 2006. Made in the U.S.A.
Clorox and Clean-Up are registered trademarks of The Clorox Company.
CONTAINS NO PHOSPHORUS.
Clean-Up Limpiador con Blanqueador
Cleaner with Bleach

Limpiador y Desinfectante en Uno Solo
Cleaner and Disinfectant in One

INGREDIENTE ACTIVO:
Sódio hipoclorito 1,84%

TOTAL:

100,00%

Proporción 1,25% de cloro disponible
Yields 1,25% available chlorine

1 CUARTO DE GALÓN (32 FL OZ) 946 mL / 1 QT (32 FL OZ) 946 mL
Kills germs on hard, nonporous surfaces: Salmonella enterica,
Cold Virus (Rhinovirus Type 37), Flu Virus (Influenza A2, Hong Kong)

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: IT is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. USE ONLY IN WELL-VENTILATED AREAS. Before use, open windows and turn on fan. If vapors bother you, leave room while product is working. Avoid contact with clothing, fabric, wood, rubber, painted and paper surfaces. Prolonged contact with metal, old porcelain or Formica plastic laminate may cause discoloration.

TO CLEAN AND DISINFECT HARD, NONPOROUS SURFACES: Dilute: Mix 1/2 tsp per gallon of water. Wet surface completely with cloth or mop. Let stand 5 minutes. Rinse or wipe clean. For heavily soiled surfaces, preclean surface before disinfecting.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

WARNING: EYE AND SKIN IRITANT. Causes substantial but temporary eye injury. Do not get in eyes or on clothing. Avoid contact with skin. Wear protective eyewear. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum or using tobacco. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Harmful if swallowed. For sensitive skin or prolonged use, wear gloves. Vapors may irritate. Avoid prolonged breathing of vapors. Use only in well-ventilated areas.

FIRST AID: IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15–20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15–20 minutes.

IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS: This product contains bleach. Do not use or mix this product with other household chemicals such as ammonia, toilet bowel cleaners, rust removers or acid, as this releases hazardous gases.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: Store this product in a cool area to avoid deterioration. In case of spill, flood areas with large quantities of water. Product or rinse that cannot be used shall be diluted with water before disposal in a sanitary sewer. Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill empty container. Recycle empty container or discard in trash.


QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS? Visit us at www.clorox.com or call us at 1-800-243-2622.

EPA Reg. No. 5913-21. EPA Est. No. 5913-BA-1, CA-3, CA-4 (actual code is shown above).